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WEAR

BLACK,
LIVE

PINK 



Thank you for joining me for this special TDJ Style Pop-Up event. 

Learn how to create and style a capsule wardrobe, ways to

transition your winter wardrobe into spring, and why we've gone

all-noir.

I'll be joined by a few TDJ aficionados who'll share their favorite

ways to wear a piece.

Use this workbook to follow along and design your own capsule.

During the event you'll receive a discount code to shop the

collection and be inspired to express your signature style this

spring (and beyond).

If you miss us live, we'll miss you and I'll send a replay link.

PS A portion of all TDJ proceeds support Pigs & Pugs Project’s mission

to make the lives of pigs and pugs happier, so thank you for making a

difference!
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Love Note
“Style is a way to say who you are without having to
speak.”   —Rachel Zoe

@TRANQUILITYDUJOUR

@SHOPTRANQUILITYDUJOUR

@SHOPTRANQUILITYDUJOUR

https://www.kimberlywilson.com/books
https://www.pigsandpugs.org/
https://kimberlywilson.com/product-category/clothing/
https://www.pigsandpugs.org/
https://www.youtube.com/user/tranquilitydujour
https://www.instagram.com/shoptranquilitydujour/
https://www.facebook.com/shoptranquilitydujour
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creates designs that dress up or down

offers ways to layer pieces for a variety of looks

makes WFH both comfy and chic

offers a capsule wardrobe to make getting dressed

effortless

includes sensory surprises with each order

creates ethically and locally-sewn

uses eco-friendly fabrics

donates a portion of proceeds to Pigs & Pugs Project

plants 1000 trees/year

hosts special events

TDJ is a locally-sewn clothing line filled with versatile, seasonless designs

crafted in eco-friendly, vegan fabrics. All pieces are custom made for each

order.

Launched in 2002 with yoga pants and tees, DC-based creative entrepreneur

Kimberly Wilson dreamed of a chic and comfy clothing line that transitioned

easily from ballet class to board meetings—and everything in between.

A lover of style since her early days hiking the Oklahoma hills in a bonnet,

bell bottoms, and graphic tee with a purse in tow, she became obsessed with

mix and match knit clothing in the '80s (remember Units and Multiples?!).

In 2004 she moved beyond tees and yoga pants to add timeless tunics and

dresses to wear alone or over yoga pants, along with luxurious wraps in flowy,

flattering designs to fit most bodies.

TDJ is more than an artisanal
clothing company. We are a small,
socially conscious business that
strives to make the world a better
place.

TDJ Story

about
TDJ has been featured in The
Washington Post, Washingtonian,
Shape, and more and is a beloved
staple in many closets. In 2010, TDJ
(formerly TranquiliT) was named as
the “Rising Star” at the Eco-Chic
event hosted by Fashion Group
International.

When not working on new designs,
Kimberly is a psychotherapist in
private practice and serves as the
president of Pigs & Pugs Project. She
pens lifestyle books, leads virtual
retreats, and dreams of Paris.

Explore musings on every day
tranquility and style through the
Tranquility du Jour blog and podcast.

https://www.kimberlywilson.com/
https://kimberlywilson.com/style/eco-chic-tranquilit-wins-award/
http://www.kimberlywilsontherapy.com/
http://www.pigsandpugsproject.org/
https://www.kimberlywilson.com/books
https://www.kimberlywilson.com/virtualretreat
https://www.kimberlywilson.com/blog
https://www.kimberlywilson.com/podcast
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For years I’ve found simplicity and ease in wearing all
black. As I streamlined the clothing line, I decided to
shift to an all-black collection for a variety of
compelling reasons. 

1. Everything matches, making daily dress-up fun and easy.

2. Black is chic, classic, and iconic.

3. It’s the standard for New York, ballet Paris, and Zen.

4. Black dresses up or down. Christian Dior agrees, “You can wear

black at any time. You can wear it at any age. You may wear it for

almost any occasion.”

5. An LBD is a must in every closet.

6. Black is slimming and makes a statement.

7. And it’s also an armor. Artist Georgia O’Keeffe said, “There’s

something about black. You feel hidden away in it.”

8. It’s fun to add pops of playful accessories (hello, leopard-print) to

monochrome looks.

9. Black is instant elegance and has continuously been the most

popular color in our collection.

10. It doesn’t show remnants of messy meals, black pet hair, and

toddler tantrums.

10 Reasons 
We’ve Gone Noir

Take it from Coco Chanel, “When I

find a color darker than black, I’ll

wear it. But until then, I’m wearing

black.” 

So, as you can see, black IS the new

black. Paired with red lips, a warm

smile, and a positive attitude, you’ll

find you can wear noir wherever you

go! 

Wear black, live pink.
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After your closet clean out, count and assess your favorite 10–40 pieces. There’s no magic number, choose

what fits for you. Extras such as workout wear, intimates, sleepwear, coats/jackets, accessories, shoes, and

special occasion pieces don’t count in your total. 

Create an inventory list of your chosen pieces and assign a number to each one. Set the other articles of

clothing aside for now (or donate them). 

Play dress up and snap photos of different ways to mix and match plus layer the items on your list. Print and

post the photos inside your closet door or upload on an app.

Note the combinations on your inventory sheet. Record the numbers and looks, such as two, six, and eight

create a festive date night look. For an example, check out this layering of my uniform: the TDJ 2in1 fitted

top and capri leggings.

little black dress

black pants in a versatile fabric

black tank top

dark wash jeans

black wrap dress

white tee or button down

black blazer

black cardigan

black midi skirt

A capsule wardrobe is a collection of essential and versatile pieces. The benefits of
having a uniform (an outfit you wear regularly) or capsule wardrobe include:
creating your signature look, no longer experiencing the “I have nothing to wear”
dilemma, reducing decision fatigue, not buying frivolously, and having more time. 

Create Your Own:

Wardrobe Staples: 

Create A Capsule

https://s3.amazonaws.com/KWondemand/tranquilit/2in1.pdf
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My Own Capsule Wardrobe

Accessories can turn your average black dress into a cocktail-worthy ensemble

when paired with heels, a faux fur shrug, and sparkly earrings. Or a fancy black

dress into a more casual chic look when paired with a denim shirt and sneakers.

Accessories to play with: warm smile, brooches, sunnies, scarves tied in the

hair/around neck/around wrist/around handbag, necklaces (long faux pearls

fancy up a black tee and jeans), earrings, hats, bags, arm/legwarmers, rings,

umbrellas, belts, positive attitude, outerwear, footwear.

Favorite Pieces Inventory Mix & Match Outfit Ideas My Accessories



1 2 3 4

5

Mix & Match
5 pieces, 8 looks: 

(1) maxi skirt dress, (2) palazzo pant, (3) duster wrap, (4) 2in1 fitted, (5) capri leggings
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TDJ 8-Piece Capsule

2in1 fitted capri legging palazzo pant long sleeve
wrap tunic

¾ wrap dress boyfriend tank maxi skirt dress savasana throw

Create multiple looks from these eight essentials



I LOVE my pieces! I always look put together no matter

how casual or formal the occasion and the styles drape to

flatter all shapes and sizes. I always get compliments

when I wear these pieces because I’m stylish and

comfortable whether I’m relaxing, working, performing

on the stage, or anywhere in between.

— Melinda, Renaissance woman
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I love my TDJ 2in1 fitted top. It’s so comfortable and

pretty and totally versatile. Honestly, this top goes with

everything! I wear it with skinny jeans, long skirts,

pencil skirts and dress pants. It’s my #1 wardrobe staple!

Merci beaucoup to TDJ!

— Jamie Cat Callan, author

I love the versatility of the 2in1 fitted top and how it transitions on and off the mat. I love

the high neck in the front for the office with a necklace or a scarf and earrings—such a very

sophisticated look with a black pencil skirt, heels and a jacket for the office. Then, I wear it

reverse for yoga with the scoop neck in the front and a pop of color halter tank underneath.

The nice longer length is perfect with yoga pants and it stays put during vinyasa without

needing adjusting. The fabric feels wonderful.

— Kelly, yoga teacher

I’ve been a lover of this line for a number of years but have really increased my collection of

items during quarantine. The items are so versatile, comfy and classic. I love how I can

simply throw on the wrap dress (which I’m obsessed with!) and feel chic and dressed up.

Last, but certainly not least, each item is handmade in the United States with eco conscious

fabrics. All of these are just a few of the reasons why I’m thrilled to support this brand and

Kimberly. It’s just good for the soul.

– Hannah, marketing expert

The slip dress is one of my favorite pieces. Before I was pregnant, it was the perfect dress to

wear that was easy and comfortable and also looked really nice. And, I’ve been able to wear it

into my pregnancy! It’s a great way to look like you made an effort without having to work

too hard. 

– Kim, DJ



Notes:
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 Virtual Retreat
Saturday, April 3, 1-4 pm ET

$99

Give yourself the gift of a half-day retreat and hit the reset button. This seasonal

experience is an opportunity to reflect, dream, and design.

A virtual retreat includes inspiration, education, and the practice of journal writing, an

all-level yoga mindfulness practice, and art journaling. 

Together, let's review the past season and plant seeds for this new one. 

You'll leave refreshed with an action plan to help your spring dreams take root and

flourish.

kimberlywilson.com/virtualretreat
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https://www.kimberlywilson.com/virtualretreat

